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1: Machine Learning and AI in Risk Management Video - MATLAB
The benefits of predictive analytics and machine learning are not limited to the detection of rogue trading. Take credit
risk management, for example. Traditional systems focus mainly on borrowers financials with limited assessment of their
business dependencies and networks.

The science behind machine learning is interesting and application-oriented. Many startups have disrupted the
FinTech ecosystem with machine learning as their key technology. There are various applications of machine
learning used by the FinTech companies falling under different subcategories. Let us look at some of the
applications of machine learning and companies using such applications. Predictive Analysis for Credit Scores
and Bad Loans Companies in the lending Industry are using machine learning for predicting bad loans and for
building credit risk models. Here are a few companies using this application: They use machine learning for
predicting bad loans. The company provides funding directly to small businesses and consumers through an
automated lending platform. The Kabbage team specializes in building the next-generation machine learning
and analytics stack for building credit risk models and analyzing the existing portfolio. LendUp is in the
business of improving payday lending. Accurate Decision-Making Financial processing and decision-making
could be enhanced by machine learning technologies that allow computers to process data and make decisions
such as credit-related quicker and efficient. Some of the companies using such applications are: Affirm is a
technology and data-driven finance company. They mine vast amounts of data to successfully rewrite the rules
on how credit is evaluated. To protect against fraud and build credit data, the company uses machine learning
models. ZestFinance uses machine learning techniques and large-scale data analysis to consume vast amounts
of data and make more accurate credit decisions. ZestFinance takes an entirely different approach to
underwriting by using machine learning and large-scale big data analysis. BillGuard is a personal finance
security company that alerts users to bad chargers. The company has expertise in big data mining, machine
learning algorithms, security and consumer Web UX. It involves extraction from Web content like articles,
publications, documents etc. The various companies using these applications are mentioned below: Dataminr
is a leading real-time information discovery company. Dataminr transforms real-time data from Twitter and
other public sources into actionable signals, identifying the most relevant information in real time for clients in
the financial sector. It trawls social media and other information sources using complex machine learning
algorithms to identify significant or newsworthy posts and then flags them for its clients in real time.
AlphaSense is a financial search engine that solves fundamental problems of information abundance and
fragmentation for knowledge professionals. It leverages proprietary natural language processing and machine
learning algorithms to provide a powerful and highly differentiated product with an intuitive user interface.
The solutions created can analyze historical transaction data to build a model that can detect fraudulent
patterns. Companies are also using machine learning for biometric authentication. Here are the companies
working in this field: Feedzai uses machine learning and big data science to make commerce safe. Bionym has
developed a biometric authentication device using ECG backed with machine learning algorithms. BioCatch,
is a leading provider of behavioral biometric, authentication and malware detection solutions for mobile and
web applications. Banks and e-commerce sites use BioCatch to significantly reduce friction associated with
risky transactions and protect users against cyberthreats such as account takeovers, Man-in-the-Browser MitB
malware and remote access RAT attacks. Building Trading Algorithm Machine learning is used in creating
algorithms for trading decisions. Algorithmic trading, also called high-frequency trading, is the use of
automated systems to identify true signals among the massive amounts of data that capture the underlying
stock market dynamics. Machine learning provides powerful tools to extract patterns from the seemingly
market trends. Here are companies using machine learning for building trading algorithm: The predictions
made by the company are the output of algorithms, predictive models and coding. The company employs
machine learning algorithms to identify non-random price patterns in financial data. Binatix is a learning
trading firm which is possibly the first to use state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms to spot patterns that
offer an edge in investing. His data-driven predictions have helped the customers as well as the ecosystem.
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2: Machine Learning: Challenges and Opportunities in Credit Risk Modeling
First, the ability of machine learning methods to analyze very large amounts of data, while offering a high granularity and
depth of predictive analysis, can significantly improve analytical capabilities across risk management and compliance
areas, such as money laundering detection and credit risk modeling.

As promising as machine-learning technology is, it can also be susceptible to unintended biases that require
careful planning to avoid. Many companies are turning to machine learning to review vast amounts of data,
from evaluating credit for loan applications, to scanning legal contracts for errors, to looking through
employee communications with customers to identify bad conduct. New tools allow developers to build and
deploy machine-learning engines more easily than ever: Amazon Web Services Inc. Left unchecked, feeding
biased data to self-learning systems can lead to unintended and sometimes dangerous outcomes. This scary
conclusion to a one-day experiment resulted from a very straightforward rule about machine learning â€” the
models learn exactly what they are taught. Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative
Sanctions COMPAS , a machine-learning system that makes recommendations for criminal sentencing, is also
proving imperfect at predicting which people are likely to reoffend because it was trained on incomplete data.
Its training model includes race as an input parameter, but not more extensive data points like past arrests. As
a result, it has an inherent racial bias that is difficult to accept as either valid or just. These are just two of
many cases of machine-learning bias. Yet there are many more potential ways in which machines can be
taught to do something immoral, unethical, or just plain wrong. Best Practices Can Help Prevent
Machine-Learning Bias These examples serve to underscore why it is so important for managers to guard
against the potential reputational and regulatory risks that can result from biased data, in addition to figuring
out how and where machine-learning models should be deployed to begin with. Best practices are emerging
that can help to prevent machine-learning bias. Below, we examine a few. Consider bias when selecting
training data. Machine-learning models are, at their core, predictive engines. Large data sets train
machine-learning models to predict the future based on the past. Models can read masses of text and
understand intent, where intent is known. They can learn to spot differences â€” between, for instance, a cat
and a dog â€” by consuming millions of pieces of data, such as correctly labeled animal photos. The advantage
of machine-learning models over traditional statistical models is their ability to quickly consume enormous
numbers of records and thereby more accurately make predictions. But since machine-learning models predict
exactly what they have been trained to predict, their forecasts are only as good as the data used for their
training. These types of biases are especially pervasive in data sets based on decisions made by a relatively
small number of people. As a best practice, managers must always keep in mind that if humans are involved in
decisions, bias always exists â€” and the smaller the group, the greater the chance that the bias is not
overridden by others. Since this can be a delicate issue, many organizations bring in outside experts to
challenge their past and current practices. Once potential biases are identified, companies can block them by
eliminating problematic data or removing specific components of the input data set. Managers for a credit card
company, for example, when considering how to address late payments or defaults, might initially build a
model with data such as zip codes, type of car driven, or certain first names â€” without acknowledging that
these data points can correlate with race or gender. But that data should be stripped, keeping only data directly
relevant to whether or not customers will pay their bills, such as data on credit scores or employment and
salary information. That way, companies can build a solid machine-learning model to predict likelihood of
payment and determine which credit card customers should be offered more flexible payment plans and which
should be referred to collection agencies. Sign up Please enter a valid email address Thank you for signing up
Privacy Policy A company can also expand the training data set with more information to counterweight
potentially problematic data. Some companies, for example, have started to include social media data when
evaluating the risk of a customer or client committing a financial crime. A machine-learning algorithm may
flag a customer as high risk if he or she starts to post photos on social media from countries with potential
terrorist or money-laundering connections. Regardless of which approach is used, as a best practice, managers
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must not take data sets at face value. It is safe to assume that bias exists in all data. The question is how to
identify it and remove it from the model. Another challenge for machine-learning models is to avoid bias
where the data set is dynamic. Since machine-learning models are trained on events that have already
happened, they cannot predict outcomes based on behavior that has not been statistically measured. For
example, even though machine learning is extensively used in fraud detection, fraudsters can outmaneuver
models by devising new ways to steal or escape detection. Employees can hide bad behavior from
machine-learning tools used to identify bad conduct by using underhanded techniques like conversing in code.
To attempt to draw new conclusions from current information, some companies use more experimental,
cognitive, or artificial intelligence techniques that model potential scenarios. For example, to outsmart money
launderers, banks may conduct so-called war games with ex-prosecutors and investigators to discover how
they would beat their system. That data is then used to handcraft a more up-to-date machine-learning
algorithm. But even in this situation, managers risk infusing bias into a model when they introduce new
parameters. For example, social media data, such as pictures posted on Facebook and Twitter, is increasingly
being used to drive predictive models. But a model that ingests this type of data might introduce irrelevant
biases into its predictions, such as correlating people wearing blue shirts with improved creditworthiness. To
avoid doing so, managers must ensure that the new parameters are comprehensive and empirically tested â€”
another best practice. Otherwise, those parameters might skew the model, especially in areas where data is
poor. Insufficient data could impact, say, credit decisions for classes of borrowers who a bank has never lent to
previously but wants to in the future. Balance transparency against performance. The other challenge is that it
is very difficult to explain how complex machine-learning models actually work, which is problematic in
industries that are heavily regulated. One of the potential options to address this risk is to take a staged
approach to increasing the sophistication of the model and making a conscious decision to progress at every
stage. A good example is a process used by a major bank in building a model that attempted to predict whether
a mortgage customer was about to refinance, with the goal of making a direct offer to that customer and
ideally retaining their business. The bank started with a simple regression-based model that tested its ability to
predict when customers would refinance. By confirming that the challenger models were more accurate than
the base regression model, bank managers became comfortable that their more complex and opaque
machine-learning approach was operating in line with expectations and not propagating unintended biases.
Careful Planning Is a Necessity It is tempting to assume that, once trained, a machine-learning model will
continue to perform without oversight. In reality, the environment in which the model is operating is
constantly changing, and managers need to periodically retrain models using new data sets. Machine learning
is one of the most exciting technical capabilities with real-world business value in the last decade. When
combined with big data technology and the massive computing capability available via the public cloud,
machine learning promises to change how people interact with technology , and potentially entire industries.
But as promising as machine-learning technology is, it requires careful planning to avoid unintended biases.
Creators of the machine-learning models that will drive the future must consider how bias might negatively
impact the effectiveness of the decisions the machines make.
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3: Apply machine learning to financial risk management â€“ IBM Developer
Conventional risk management approaches aren't designed for managing risks associated with machine learning or
algorithm-based decision-making systems. This is due to the complexity, unpredictability, and proprietary nature of
algorithms, as well as the lack of standards in this space.

But as more information becomes available from a wide range of sources, including internal company records,
external social media, and email and website data, the uses for technology are expanding as well. In order to
make sense of this massive amount of data, more organizations are adopting data science and machine
learning tools. Machine learning harnesses algorithms to sort through large volumes of data collected from
structured databases, such as customer or transaction records, and the internet. Data science tools then extract
meaning from the data by searching for and flagging correlations and patterns. As the capabilities of data
science and machine learning have expanded, so have their risk management applications. Companies have
also started using the technology to identify patterns and information that may signify other fraudulent
activities. In some instances, data science and machine learning have been used to scan websites to check for
intellectual property infringement. The technology is also being used by some operations to identify adverse
criminal, regulatory or market developments occurring within companies with which they are partnering or
pursuing a merger or acquisition. In order for data to be legally defensible, there must be proof that what was
collected is what it purports to be, that it has not been tampered with, and that it was gathered in a manner
directed by policy, rather than arbitrarily. Data science and machine learning solutions enable legal
defensibility by collecting every request a browser makes to load a page and every response returned directly
from the server, hashing and time-stamping them separately, and storing them in a designated container. These
solutions can also produce snapshots of pages of data as they appeared at the time of capture, and collect
visible links, text and metadata from webpages, among other functions. Companies are also utilizing data
science and machine learning solutions to monitor structured data from their own systems. Potential cash-flow
risks resulting from money laundering or embezzlement schemes can then prompt proactive investigation
before they become more significant problems for the business. Similarly, in-house counsel does not have to
wait until threats present themselves to the organization before responding. For example, technology can help
bring to light changes in the behavior of important international supply chain partners indicated when the
technology discovers new terms and conditions or relevant local news coverage and the appearance of
privileged information in the public sphere, which could point to intentional or unintentional leakage of
intellectual property. Implementing Data Science and Machine Learning While the use of data science and
machine learning can have a number of benefits, risk managers will need to work closely with their IT
departments to implement such tools effectively. Typically, individuals on the business side have a tendency
to shy away from technology-centered projects, believing that the IT department is solely responsible for those
issues. But the potential of data science and machine learning tools cannot be fulfilled without intervention
from those who run the business. These domain experts are the ones who know which functions the tools
should perform in their individual organizations; those in IT know how to make the actual performance
happen. Risk professionals should take steps to inform the implementation process. The first step occurs prior
to deployment, before IT configures the technology, when risk managers specify the risks they are attempting
to address and which factors they believe are feeding it. They may express concern, for example, about the
risk posed by working with a particular business partner, citing concerns about previous relationships with
competitors and possible engagement in fraudulent activities. For instance, if money laundering by a business
partner is a concern, risk managers might provide information about the circumstances of other cases in which
money laundering was discovered. In most instances, risk managers will continue to share training data in
order to refine the system over time. Finally, risk professionals need to offer feedback about the system to
their IT department colleagues after its deployment. If the desired information and data correlations are not
being uncovered, adjustments can be made to refine the system for better results. It is far better to select a
particular business process for a trial run and assess the results before undertaking an enterprise-wide
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deployment. This will make it easier to determine whether adjustments to the system are necessary or if
additional information should be added to the platform. Historically, companies have accessed and used data
generated by and stored within their own systems for risk management purposes. Recent years, however, have
seen a proliferation of other types of data, including not only unstructured web data from social media pages,
but also information exchanged via collaboration tools, emails, websites and the like. As a result, new and
improved data analysis tools like data science and machine learning are necessary to sift through it all to
enable an organization to identify ongoing fraudulent activity and proactively respond to risks.
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4: Machine Learning for Risk Management | Quality Digest
risk management (applying machine learning as "RegTech") or in order to compete effectively with other FIs and
FinTechs. This article aims to give an introduction to the machine learn-.

Sivakumar Viswanathan It all started as a normal day for traders David and John not their real names. Shortly
afterward, David and John realized they had just become victims of the rise of the machines. Both traders had
engaged in inappropriate behaviors. David had favored a single counterparty at the expense of his employer,
but this had been cloaked by a complex trading pattern. John, on the other hand, had built a position with an
unauthorized risk profile and camouflaged this through after-hours orders and inappropriate communications
with other traders. For months, both individuals had been able to evade detection, but the bank had just
implemented a new system of behavioral analysis based on artificial intelligence. That was how they got
caught. Tools of this nature now give banks the ability to process massive amounts of structured and
unstructured data from multiple sources to reveal trends and detect deviations from expected behavior,
incorporating data-driven rules that learn and adapt to changes in the environment. This particular solution
includes extensive business logic to review multiple trading activities, and mines and analyzes chat-logs and
news. Within days of system deployment, David and John were identified. Naturally, the compliance team had
conducted reviews of trading activities for years. However, the new system differs vastly from the traditional
approach, which was: Significant manual effort was required to pre-process, cleanse, and analyze data. This
made scalability of the process challenging, given the high number of traders and increasing volumes of
trades. The prior framework relied on selected data sources and provided only a partial view of actual
behaviors. Thus, it was not possible to holistically monitor and detect suspicious activities. Due to the sheer
size of the data, small sections were randomly selected for analysis, thus leading to higher risk of missing
suspicious activities. The framework was not adaptive to changing business situations. Aside from its blind
spots, the old system was often inconclusive and often more useful for reconstructing incidents that were
already detected. Advantages of the new system In contrast, the new system has essentially shifted the
paradigm away from a risk-auditing methodology based on backward-looking sampling to more
comprehensive and continuous monitoring. This provides several advantages. First, the approach is more
efficient and allows the bank to do more with less manpower. Second, it is more effective; the fact that
incidents can be detected earlier allows the bank to prevent them from spiraling out of control. Stopping the
spiral early enough can prevent cases such as the collapse of Barings Bank from happening again. Third, the
system is adaptive. Humans have a great capacity to adapt to controls imposed on them. In contrast, policies
adapt at a much slower rate to changes in practices and business conditions. This creates a positive effect on
organizational culture by reducing the bureaucratic burden created by meaningless controls and by protecting
social norms through the detection of early deviations. The benefits of predictive analytics and machine
learning are not limited to the detection of rogue trading. Take credit risk management, for example.
Assessments are conducted based on events such as user-initiated loan applications and regular annual
reviews. The process is labor-intensive and depends on the heuristics of individual judgments. Machine
learning technology can leverage a range of different sources of information such as company financials,
transactions, real-time market information, business networks, and news. Another example is anti-money
laundering AML compliance. Trade finance, one major area of AML monitoring, is traditionally supported by
heavy documentation that is more or less manually reviewed for compliance. Big data analytics can similarly
support the detection of trade anomalies through the monitoring of activities, networks, and trends. There is an
emerging recognition in the financial services sector that leveraging advanced technologies, such as artificial
intelligence and machine learning, is the key to deriving real value from big data infrastructure. Naturally, like
any other innovation, the new approach is not a panacea. For example, although algorithms used to manage
risks can be described in general terms, understanding and perhaps more important explaining exactly how
they work is extremely challenging. Regulators, executives, auditors, or clients without a technical
background may be wary of relying on these new oracles. Data scientists are currently in hot demand, but their
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technical skills will gradually become a commodity. However, the capacity to mesh hard and soft skills will
continue to carry a premium. Perhaps paradoxically, the technicity of the new tools has made the combination
more valuable. Indeed, the new technologies may have made the human element of risk management more
important than ever before.
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5: The Role of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in Risk Management | CLS Blue Sky Blog
Summary. Machine learning is transforming all areas of business, including the way in which financial institutions and
other industries are approaching tighter compliance requirements and risk management.

Model lifecycle management Over the last months, companies that use a lot of ML and employ teams of data
scientists have been describing their internal data science platforms see, for example, Uber , Netflix , Twitter ,
and Facebook. They share some of the features I list below, including support for multiple ML libraries and
frameworks, notebooks, scheduling, and collaboration. Some companies include advanced capabilities,
including a way for data scientists to share features used in ML models, tools that can automatically search
through potential models, and some platforms even have model deployment capabilities: As you get beyond
prototyping and you actually begin to deploy ML models, there are many challenges that will arise as those
models begin to interact with real users or devices. David Talby summarized some of these key challenges in a
recent post: Your models may start degrading in accuracy Models will need to be customized for specific
locations, cultural settings, domains, and applications Real modeling begins once in production There are also
many important considerations that go beyond optimizing a statistical or quantitative metric. For instance,
there are certain areasâ€”such as credit scoring or health careâ€”that require a model to be explainable. In
certain application domains including autonomous vehicles or medical applications , safety and error estimates
are paramount. As we deploy ML in many real-world contexts, optimizing statistical or business metics alone
will not suffice. The data science community has been increasingly engaged in two topics I want to cover in
the rest of this post: Privacy and security Given the growing interest in data privacy among users and
regulators, there is a lot of interest in tools that will enable you to build ML models while protecting data
privacy. These tools rely on building blocks, and we are beginning to see working systems that combine many
of these building blocks. Some of these tools are open source and are becoming available for use by the
broader data community: Federated learning is useful when you want to collaborate and build a centralized
model without sharing private data. At a high-level these methods inject random noise at different stages of
the model building process. These emerging sets of tools aim to be accessible to data scientists who are
already using libraries such as scikit-learn and TensorFlow. The hope is that data scientists will soon be able
to routinely build differentially private models. The main bottleneck here is speed: Secure multi-party
computation is another promising class of techniques used in this area. Over the last couple of years, many
ML researchers and practitioners have started investigating and developing tools that can help ensure ML
models are fair and just. Just the other day, I searched Google for recent news stories about AI, and I was
surprised by the number of articles that touch on fairness. It turns out that the ML research community has
used numerous mathematical criteria to define what it means for a classifier to be fair. Fortunately, a recent
survey paper from Stanfordâ€” A Critical Review of Fair Machine Learning â€”simplifies these criteria and
groups them into the following types of measures: Anti-classification means the omission of protected
attributes and their proxies from the model or classifier. Classification parity means that one or more of the
standard performance measures e. However, as the authors from Stanford point out in their paper , each of the
mathematical formulations described above suffers from limitations. With respect to fairness, there is no black
box or series of procedures that you can stick your algorithm into that can give it a clean bill of health. What is
needed are data scientists who can interrogate the data and understand the underlying distributions, working
alongside domain experts who can evaluate models holistically. How do you build and organize your team in a
world where ML models have to take many other important things under consideration? Fortunately there are
members of our data community who have been thinking about these problems. The Future of Privacy Forum
and Immuta recently released a report with some great suggestions on how one might approach machine
learning projects with risk management in mind: One important change outlined in the report is the need for a
set of data scientists who are independent from this model-building team. Closing remarks So, what skills will
be needed in a world where ML models are becoming mission critical? As noted above, fairness audits will
require a mix of data and domain experts. In fact, a recent analysis of job postings from NBER found that
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compared with other data analysis skills, machine learning skills tend to be bundled with domain knowledge.
If machine learning is going to eat software , we will need to grapple with AI and ML security, too.
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6: RP Machine Learning Algorithms for Risk Management in Trading Activities (WP4) - BigDataFinance
The main objective is to develop a prototype framework for pricing and risk management using machine learning
algorithms and a large variety of heterogeneous and high-volume data, including tick-by-tick quotes of bond prices,
market data underlying economic indicators (such as interest rates, foreign exchange rates, inflation rates, and
commodity prices) and news feeds.

Given the excitement around AI today, this question is inevitable. While some new market entrants may have
a vested interest in pushing AI solutions, the fact is that traditional scorecard methods and AI bring different
advantages to credit risk modeling â€” if you know how to use them together. How FICO Uses AI to Build
Better Credit Risk Models As with our other origination products, Origination Manager Essentials includes
credit risk models, and these models are segmented â€” different types of small business customers and
different credit products require different models to assess their credit risk. To build the models in Origination
Manager Essentials, our data scientists used AI and machine learning algorithms to discover a better way to
segment the scorecards. We are now starting to use techniques such as collaborative profiles to reveal entity
segmentation based on customer behaviors. We can then group customers into micro-segments based on that
similarity, instead of typical segmentation approaches that rely on hard business attributes. For example,
collaborative profiles derive behavioral archetype distributions â€” these could include archetypes that point to
credit seekers building credit histories vs. The way that we can capture these subtle changes in behavior, and
can incorporate them into the credit risk model, presents a distinct advantage for FICO customers. Our
approach builds on mature, time-tested analytic models and scorecards, enhancing them with advanced AI
technology to drive better segments and feature creation in models. For example, utilization is always an
important feature in a credit model, as is delinquency, but a nonlinear combination of these can produce more
optimal results in a machine learning model. You can then drive these new inputs into a traditional scorecard
model to ensure explainability. Improving Results with AI and Machine Learning The two examples below
illustrate how you can achieve better performance and explainability by combining machine learning and
scorecard approaches. When developing a credit card churn model, FICO data scientists used machine
learning to discover a powerful interaction between recency and frequency of card usage. These predictive
improvements in turn can translate into substantial portfolio profit gains for a much more precisely targeted
retention strategy. By building a machine learning score with optimized hyperparameters, we were able to
confirm that we were losing a significant amount of signal with a traditional scorecard. Using machine
learning led us to change the model performance outcome from a binary outcome to a continuous outcome.
First of all, lenders in many markets do need to be able to explain how a customer was scored. By contrast,
FICO analyzes new data sets along five lines to see if they will add value to credit risk scoring. The Power of
Scorecards Scorecards are a powerful tool because, like AI, you can incorporate non-linearity in the input
layer, and you can take advantage of different features that may be predictive in different ways for different
subpopulations, by using segmented scorecard ensembles. But unlike some manifestations of AI, scorecards
offer transparency and explainability. This is a big theme in any conversation about AI and credit
riskâ€”â€”you need to be sure you understand how that decision was made. This preserves transparency while
improving prediction. And check out my Twitter feed , which is always rolling with my latest thoughts on
analytics and AI.
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7: Applications of Machine Learning in FinTech
Risk Model Validation Frankfurt. Risk Training is delighted to offer this specialist training course which has been
designed to focus on the assessment of risk models in the context of concrete risk model implementation.

The bank can thus reasonably manage its credit risks based on the historic default rates for the lending
categories it specializes in. In China, however, about 80 percent of potential borrowers have no credit record.
That has left lenders with two approaches to credit risk: There may, however, be a third possibility.
ZestFinance [1] is one of a large number of start-ups using artificial intelligence, or AI, to control the risk of
lending to anyone in China. The company ran an experiment in with Baidu, the Chinese version of Google and
Amazon combined, that over two months allowed Baidu to increase lending percent without increasing credit
risk. Decisions on whether to lend were made in seconds. To some extent, machine learning allows the model
to emerge from the data rather than the other way around. Machine learning can use any type of data, be they
numbers, text, or images. The main techniques are classification and clustering: Decision trees and support
vector models are common, but regression, a mainstay of traditional statistics, also plays a role, after being
adjusted to handle large numbers of explanatory variables. The most useful tool, however, may be neural
networks â€” or deep learning â€” which is designed to allow hidden connections between explanatory
variables to be formulated and reformulated to better predict outcomes. AI is often confused with machine
learning but is actually far more advanced. It builds on machine learning along with other techniques and tries
to automate the full process, from data selection to a final lending decision. AI attempts to mimic and then to
surpass human intelligence in decision making. AI is relatively rare in risk management, mostly because of a
lack of technological expertise, but also because true AI carries its own risks that would have to be managed
and justified to often skeptical regulators. AI and machine learning are having a major impact on managing
risk, especially credit risk, market risk, operational risk, and compliance. Their potential contributions to
reducing credit risk are evident from the example of ZestFinance. AI and machine learning may also be useful
in managing market risk, and especially trading-model risk. Trading models tend to work initially but then to
go awry. That has created opportunities for services such as yields. Operational risk is often harder to manage
than financial risk, given that it involves human decision-making. AI and machine learning can help by
handling atypical data â€” textual descriptions of transactions, network relationships, phone and messaging
conversations â€” and have proven effective in detecting money laundering and fraud. One of the biggest
players in this field is IBM, which makes use of its Watson expertise and has shown how important major tech
companies are becoming to the effort. AI and machine learning can use natural language processing to detect
regulatory non-compliance and to read and interpret new regulations. They can also help detect fraud by
interpreting conversations between employees. There are, however, challenges. Second, older firms are
generally not set up for the data sharing needs of AI and machine learning. These techniques need effortless
sharing and storage of data in a uniform manner across the firm, and many companies keep data in silos and
on separate systems. Third, and perhaps most serious, AI and machine learning might themselves create risk
for companies and even economies. Some machine learning techniques, like deep learning, are, at this early
stage, black boxes in terms of how they arrive at conclusions. There is also the issue of fairness. All machine
learning systems used in the U. However, no system is fool proof, especially considering the amount of data
that these systems use. There has, however, been substantial progress in overcoming these challenges, and it
will undoubtedly continue as an enormous amount of investment pours into the field. The future of AI and
machine learning for risk management is, in a word, bright.
8: The Risk of Machine-Learning Bias (and How to Prevent It)
Nomura is another dealer that has been using a form of machine learning as part of its model risk management function,
specifically to police model use - something it has been doing for the past six years.
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9: Risk Management â€“ The Value of Data Science and Machine Learning
Technological innovations continuously emerge, enabling new risk-management techniques and helping the risk
function make better risk decisions at lower cost. Big data, machine learning, and crowdsourcing illustrate the potential
impact.
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